Somewhere In My Memory

(From the Twentieth Century Fox Feature Film "HOME ALONE")

For 2-Part with Piano and Bells

Performance Time: Approx. 3:15

Arranged by
JOHNNY MANN

Words by LESLIE BRIGGS
Music by JOHN WILLIAMS

Gently and with simplicity (\( \text{J}=76 \))

Bells*
(or C melody instrument)

\[
\text{D} \quad \text{F}^\#m/C^\# \quad \text{G/B} \quad \text{F}^\#m/A \quad \text{Em/G} \quad \text{D/F}^\#
\]

Piano

\[
p \quad \text{smoothly}
\]

\[
\text{Em9} \quad \text{Asus} \quad \text{A} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{F}^\#m/C^\# \quad \text{G/B} \quad \text{F}^\#m/A
\]

* Various types of bells may be used, or use the bell setting on a synthesizer.
Part I mp

Part II Candles in the window, shadows painting the ceiling.
Gazing at the fire glow, feeling that "ginger-bread"

D F♯m/C♯ G/B F♯m/A G Em Dmaj7 Bm7

Precious moments, special people,

feeling.

Em9 A7sus A7 D21 Em/D E/D Aadd9/C♯ A/C♯
happy faces I can see. Some-where in my

mem'ry, Christmas joys all a-round me, liv-ing in my
(Spe-cial friends)
mem'ry, all of the music, all of the magic,

G     F♯m     G     D/F♯     G     D/F♯

all of the family
(all of my friends are)

G     D/F♯     Em7     Em7/A     A     D
Some-where in my mem - 'ry, Christmas joys all a-round me,
(Spe - cial friends)

Some-where in my mem - 'ry,
living in my memory, all of the music,

living in my memory,

C F Cadd9/E C/E F Cadd9/E C/E

slight rit.

all of the magic, all of the family home here with

(all of my friends are right here)

F Cadd9/E C/E F Cadd9/E Am7 Dm7 F/G G

slight rit.
Some-where in my mem - o - ry.

Happy fac-es, I can see,